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Abstract
This chapter is focused on statistical inference of moment structures models. Although
the theory is presented in terms of general moment structures, the main emphasis is on the
analysis of covariance structures. We discuss identifiability and the minimum discrepancy
function (MDF) approach to statistical analysis (estimation) of such models. We address
such topics of the large samples theory as consistency, asymptotic normality of MDF estimators and asymptotic chi-squaredness of MDF test statistics. Finally, we discuss asymptotic
robustness of the normal theory based MDF statistical inference in the analysis of covariance
structures.
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Introduction

In this paper we discuss statistical inference of moment structures where first and/or second
population moments are hypothesized to have a parametric structure. Classical examples of such
models are multinomial and covariance structures models. The presented theory is sufficiently
general to handle various situations, however the main focus is on covariance structures. Theory
and applications of covariance structures were motivated first by the factor analysis model and
its various generalizations and later by a development of the LISREL models (Jöreskog [15, 16])
(see also Browne [8] for a thorough discussion of covariance structures modeling).

2

Moment Structures Models

In this section we discuss modeling issues in the analysis of moment structures, and in particular
identifiability of such models. Let ξ = (ξ1 , ..., ξm )0 be a vector variable representing a parameter
vector of some statistical population. For example, in the analysis of covariance structures,
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ξ will represent the elements of a p × p covariance matrix Σ. That is1 , ξ := vec(Σ), where
vec(Σ) denotes the p2 × 1 vector formed by stacking elements of Σ. Of course, since matrix
Σ is symmetric, vector vec(Σ) has duplicated elements. Therefore an alternative is to consider
ξ := vecs(Σ), where vecs(Σ) denotes the p(p+1)/2×1 vector formed by stacking (nonduplicated)
elements of Σ above and including the diagonal. Note that covariance matrices Σ are positive
semidefinite, and hence the corresponding vectors ξ are restricted to a (convex) subset of Rm .
Therefore, we assume that ξ varies in a set Ξ ⊂ Rm representing a saturated model for the
population vector ξ. In the analysis of covariance structures we have a natural question whether
to use vector ξ = vec(Σ) or ξ = vecs(Σ) for the saturated model. Since in both cases the
dimension of the corresponding set Ξ is p(p + 1)/2, it seems more advantageous to use ξ :=
vecs(Σ). In that case the set Ξ has a nonempty interior2 . However, for actual calculations it
is often more convenient to use ξ := vec(Σ). When dealing with specific applications we will
specify a choice of the corresponding vector ξ.
A model for ξ is a subset Ξ0 of Ξ. Of course, this definition is too abstract and one needs
a constructive way of defining a model. There are two natural ways for constructing a model,
namely either by imposing equations or by a parameterization. The parameterization approach
suggests existence of an m × 1 vector valued function g(θ) = (g1 (θ), ..., gm (θ)), and a parameter
set Θ ⊂ Rq , which relates the parameter vector θ = (θ1 , ..., θq )0 to ξ. That is,

Ξ0 := ξ ∈ Ξ : ξ = g(θ), θ ∈ Θ .
(2.1)
We refer to g(θ), θ ∈ Θ, as a structural model for ξ. We assume in the subsequent analysis that
the mapping g(θ) is sufficiently smooth. In particular, we always assume that g(θ) is twice continuously differentiable. We associate with mapping g(·) its m × q Jacobian matrix ∂g(θ)/∂ θ0 =
[∂gi (θ)/∂θj ]i=1,...,m,j=1,...,q of partial derivatives and use notation ∆(θ) := ∂g(θ)/∂ θ0 .
Remark 1 It should be noted that the same set Ξ0 could be represented by different parameterizations in the form (2.1). For example, let Ξ be the set of all p × p symmetric positive
semidefinite matrices (covariance matrices) and Ξ0 be its subset of diagonal matrices with
nonnegative diagonal elements. This model can be parameterized by the set3 Θ := Rp+ and
mapping g(θ) := diag(θ1 , ..., θp ). Alternatively, it can be parameterized by Θ := Rp and
g(θ) := diag(θ12 , ..., θp2 ). Of course, in applications the considered parameters typically have
an interpretation. For instance, in the above example of diagonal covariance matrices, in the
first parameterization parameters θi represent the corresponding variances while in the second
parameterization these are the corresponding standard deviations. Note that this set Ξ0 can be
also defined by equations by setting the off-diagonal elements of Σ to zero. In the subsequent
analysis we mainly deal with the parameterization approach.
1

The notation “ := ” means “equal by definition”.
The interior of Ξ is the set of points ξ ∈ Ξ such that Ξ contains a neighborhood of ξ. For example, the
interior of the set of positive semidefinite matrices is formed by its subset of positive definite matrices. A singular
positive semidefinite matrix can be viewed as a boundary point of this set Ξ. A neighborhood of a point ξ ∈ Rm
is a subset of Rm containing a ball centered at ξ of a sufficiently small positive radius.
3
The set Rp+ denotes the nonnegative orthant of the space Rp , i.e., Rp+ := {θ ∈ Rp : θi ≥ 0, i = 1, ...p}.
2
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It is said that model g(θ), θ ∈ Θ, is (globally) identified at a point θ0 ∈ Θ if θ0 is a unique
parameter vector corresponding to the value ξ 0 := g(θ0 ) of the population vector. It is said
that the model is locally identified at θ0 if such uniqueness holds in a neighborhood of θ0 . More
formally we have the following definition.
Definition 2.1 It is said that structural model g(θ), θ ∈ Θ, is identified (locally identified) at
a point θ0 ∈ Θ if g(θ∗ ) = g(θ0 ) and θ∗ ∈ Θ (θ∗ in a neighborhood of θ0 ) implies that θ∗ = θ0 .
Of course, (global) identifiability implies local identifiability. A well known sufficient condition for local identifiability of θ0 ∈ Θ is that the Jacobian matrix ∆(θ0 ), of g(θ) at θ0 , has full
column rank q (e.g., [14]). In general, this condition is not necessary for local identifiability of θ0
even if θ0 is an interior point of Θ. Take, for example, g(θ) := θ3 , θ ∈ R. This model is locally
(and globally) identified at θ = 0, while ∂g(0)/∂θ = 0. This condition becomes necessary and
sufficient under the following assumption of constant rank regularity which was used by several
authors (e.g., [14, 23, 39]).
Definition 2.2 We say that a point θ0 ∈ Θ is locally regular if the Jacobian matrix ∆(θ) has
the same rank as ∆(θ0 ) for every θ in a neighborhood of θ0 .
If the mapping g(θ) is independent of, say, last s parameters θq−s , ..., θq , then, of course, these
parameters are redundant and the model can be viewed as overparameterized. In that case the
rank of the Jacobian matrix ∆(θ) is less than or equal to q − s for any θ. In general, it is natural
to view the structural model as being (locally) overparameterized, at a point θ0 in the interior of
Θ, if it can be reduced to the above case by a local transformation (reparameterization). More
formally we have the following definition (cf., [31]).
Definition 2.3 We say that structural model g(θ), θ ∈ Θ, is locally overparameterized, at an
interior point θ0 of Θ, if the rank r of ∆(θ0 ) is less than q and there exists a local diffeomorphism4
θ = h(γ) such that the composite mapping g(h(γ)) is independent of, say last, q − r coordinates
of γ.
The local diffeomorphism h(γ), in the above definition, can be viewed as a local reparameterization of the model. We don’t need to construct such a reparameterization explicitly but
rather to know about its existence since it gives us an information about a (local) structure of
the model. Clearly, if the model is locally overparameterized at a point θ0 , then it is not locally
identified at this point. Moreover, in the case of local overparameterization the set of points θ
4

Mapping h(γ) from a neighborhood of γ 0 ∈ Rq to a neighborhood of θ 0 , with h(γ 0 ) = θ 0 , is called local
diffeomorphism if it is continuously differentiable, locally one-to-one and its inverse is also continuously differentiable. It can be shown that h(γ) is a local diffeomorphism if and only if it is continuously differentiable and the
Jacobian matrix ∂h(γ 0 )/∂γ is nonsingular. We can assume without loss of generality that γ 0 = 0.
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such that g(θ) = g(θ0 ) forms a smooth manifold in a neighborhood of θ0 . Note that the rank
of the Jacobian matrix of the composite mapping g(h(γ)), at γ 0 = 0, is the same as the rank
of ∆(θ0 ). Therefore, in the reparameterized model the remaining r coordinates of γ are locally
identified.
A relation between the concepts of local regularity and local overparameterization is clarified
by the following result known as the Rank Theorem (cf., [14]).
Proposition 2.1 Let θ0 be an interior point of the parameter set Θ. Then the following holds.
(i) Suppose that θ0 is locally regular. Then the model is locally identified at θ0 if and only if the
rank r of ∆(θ0 ) is equal to q, otherwise if r < q, then the model is locally overparameterized at
θ 0 . (ii) Conversely, if the model is locally overparameterized at θ 0 , then r < q and the point θ 0
is locally regular.
The above results are not very useful for verification of (local) identifiability at an individual
point θ0 . For one thing the population value of the parameter vector usually is unknown, and
even if the value θ0 is specified, it is not possible to calculate the rank of the corresponding
Jacobian matrix numerically because of the round off errors. However, one can approach the
identifiability problem from a generic point of view. Suppose that the mapping g(·) is analytic,
i.e., every coordinate function gi (·) can be expended into a power series in a neighborhood
of every point θ ∈ Θ. Suppose also that the set Θ is connected. Let ι be an index set of
rows and columns of ∆(θ) defining its squared submatrix and vι (θ) be the determinant of that
submatrix. Clearly there is only a finite number of such submatrices and hence the corresponding
determinant functions. Since g(·) is analytic, every such determinant function vι (θ) is also
analytic. Consequently, either vι (θ) is identically zero for all θ ∈ Θ, or vι (θ) 6= 0 for almost
every5 θ ∈ Θ. These arguments lead to the following result.
Proposition 2.2 Suppose that the mapping g(·) is analytic and the set Θ is connected. Then
almost every point of Θ is locally regular with the same rank r of the Jacobian matrix ∆(θ),
and, moreover, the rank of ∆(θ) is less than or equal to r for all θ ∈ Θ.
By the above proposition we have that with the model, defined by analytic mapping g(θ), is
associated an integer r equal to the rank of of ∆(θ) almost everywhere. We refer to this number
r as the characteristic rank of the model, and whenever talking about the characteristic rank
we assume that the mapping g(θ) is analytic and the parameter set Θ is connected (the concept
of characteristic rank was introduced in Shapiro [31]). It follows from the preceding discussion
that either r = q in which case the model is locally identified almost everywhere, or r < q in
which case the model is locally overparameterized almost everywhere.
5

The “almost every” statement here can be understood in the sense that it holds for all θ in Θ except on a
subset of Θ of Lebesgue measure zero.

4

We say that the model is identified (locally identified) in the generic sense if it is identified
(locally identified) at almost every θ ∈ Θ (cf., Shapiro [27]). By the above analysis we have
that the model is locally identified in the generic sense if and only if its characteristic rank is
equal q. Note that the characteristic rank is always less than or equal to the dimension m of
the saturated model.
In situations where the model is (locally) overparameterized, the usual practice is to restrict
the parameter space by imposing constraints. According to definition 2.3, if the model is locally
overparameterized, at a point θ0 , then it can be reparameterized such that the reparameterized
model locally does not depend on the last q − r coordinates γq−r+1 , ..., γq . Consequently by
imposing the constraints γi = 0, i = q − r + 1, ..., q, the reparameterized model becomes locally
identified at γ 0 = 0 while its image space Ξ0 is not changed. For the original model this is
equivalent to imposing (locally) the identifiability constraints ci (θ) = 0, i = q − r + 1, ..., q,
where γ = c(θ) is the inverse of the mapping θ = h(γ).
Example 2.1 Consider the factor analysis model:
Σ = ΛΛ0 + Ψ,

(2.2)

which relates the p × p covariance Σ to the p × k matrix Λ of factor loadings and the p × p
diagonal matrix Ψ of the residual variances. The corresponding parameter vector θ is composed
here from the elements of matrix Λ and diagonal elements of Ψ, and hence has dimension
q = pk + p. Note that the diagonal elements of the matrix Ψ should be nonnegative while there
are no restrictions on the elements of Λ.
By substituting Λ with ΛT , where T is an arbitrary k × k orthogonal matrix, we end up
with the same matrix Σ (this is the so-called indeterminacy of the factor analysis model). Since
the dimension of the (smooth) manifold of k × k orthogonal matrices is k(k − 1)/2 and the
dimension of the space of p × p symmetric matrices is p(p + 1)/2, it is possible to show that the
characteristic rank r of the factor analysis model (2.2) is

r = min pk + p − k(k − 1)/2, p(p + 1)/2 .
(2.3)
It follows that for k > 1 the model (2.2) is locally overparameterized. A way of dealing with this
is to reduce the number of parameters given by matrix Λ by setting k(k − 1)/2 elements (say
of the upper triangular part) of Λ to zero. Then the question of global (local) identifiability of
the factor analysis model is reduced to the global (local) identifiability of the diagonal matrix
Ψ (cf., [2]). We have that a necessary condition for generic local identifiability of Ψ is that
pk+p−k(k−1)/2 is less than or equal to p(p+1)/2, which is equivalent to (p−k)(p−k+1)/2 ≥ p,
and in turn is equivalent to to k ≤ φ(p), where
√
2p + 1 − 8p + 1
.
(2.4)
φ(p) :=
2
The above function φ(p) corresponds to the so-called Ledermann bound, [19]. In the present
case we have that k ≤ φ(p) is a necessary and sufficient condition for local identifiability of the
diagonal matrix Ψ, of the factor analysis model, in the generic sense (cf., [27]).
5

It is more difficult to establish (global) identifiability of a considered model. We can also
approach the (global) identifiability problem from the generic point of view. Of course, if a
model is not locally identified it cannot be globally identified. Therefore, k ≤ φ(p) is a necessary
condition for (global) identifiability of the factor analysis model in the generic sense. It is known
that matrix Ψ, in the factor analysis model (2.2), is globally identified in the generic sense if
and only if k < φ(p) (Bekker and ten Berge [5]).

3

Discrepancy Functions Estimation Approach

Let ξ 0 ∈ Ξ be a population value of the parameter vector of the saturated model. Recall that
we refer to a subset Ξ0 of Ξ as a model for ξ. Unless stated otherwise it will be assumed that
the model is structural, i.e., the set Ξ0 is given in the parametric form (2.1). It is said that the
model holds if ξ 0 ∈ Ξ0 . Clearly this means that there exists θ0 ∈ Θ such that ξ 0 = g(θ0 ). If the
model is identified at θ0 , then this vector θ0 is defined uniquely. In that case we refer to θ0 as
the population value of the parameter vector θ.
Suppose that we are given an estimator ξ̂ of ξ 0 , based on a sample of size n. We will be
interested then in testing the hypothesis H0 : ξ 0 ∈ Ξ0 , and consequently in estimation of the
population value of the parameter θ. Consider the setting of the covariance structures with Σ
being the covariance matrix of p × 1 random vector X, and let Σ = Σ(θ) be an associated
structural model. Let X 1 , ..., X n be an iid (independent identically distributed) random sample
drawn from a considered population. Then the standard estimator of the population value Σ0
of the covariance matrix is the sample covariance matrix
n

S :=

1 X
(X i − X̄)(X i − X̄)0 ,
n−1

(3.1)

i=1

Pn
−1

where X̄ := n
i=1 X i . Suppose, further, that the population distribution is (multivariate)
normal with mean vector µ0 and covariance matrix Σ0 . Then the corresponding log-likelihood
function (up to a constant independent of the parameters) is6
!
n
X
`(µ, Σ) = − 21 n ln |Σ| − 21 tr Σ−1
(X i − µ)(X i − µ)0 .
(3.2)
i=1

The maximum likelihood (ML) estimator of µ0 is X̄ and the ML estimator of Σ0 , for the
saturated model, is
n
1X
n−1
Σ̂ =
(X i − X̄)(X i − X̄)0 =
S.
(3.3)
n
n
i=1

Of course, for reasonably large values of n, the ML estimator Σ̂ is “almost” equal to the unbiased
estimator S. Therefore, with some abuse of the notation, we use S = Σ̂ as the estimator of the
population covariance matrix.
6

By |A| and tr(A) we denote the determinant and the trace, respectively, of a (squared) matrix A.
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It follows that two times log-likelihood ratio statistic for testing the null hypothesis Σ0 =
Σ(θ0 ) is given by nF̂ , where
F̂ := min FM L (S, Σ(θ)) ,
(3.4)
θ∈Θ

with FM L (·, ·) being a function of two (matrix valued) variables defined by
FM L (S, Σ) := ln |Σ| − ln |S| + tr(SΣ−1 ) − p.

(3.5)

The corresponding ML estimator θ̂ of θ0 is a minimizer of FM L (S, Σ(θ)) over θ ∈ Θ, i.e.7 ,
θ̂ ∈ arg min FM L (S, Σ(θ )) .
θ∈Θ

(3.6)

Let us note at this point that the estimator θ̂, defined in (3.6), can be calculated whether the
model holds or not. We will discuss implications of this later.
Following Browne [8] we say that a function F (x, ξ), of two vector variables x, ξ ∈ Ξ, is a
discrepancy function if it satisfies the following conditions:
(i) F (x, ξ) ≥ 0 for all x, ξ ∈ Ξ,
(ii) F (x, ξ) = 0 if and only if x = ξ,
(iii) F (x, ξ) is twice continuously differentiable jointly in x and ξ.
Let g(θ), θ ∈ Θ, be a considered structural model. Given an estimator ξ̂ of ξ 0 and a
discrepancy function F (x, ξ), we refer to the statistic nF̂ , where

F̂ := min F ξ̂, g(θ) ,
θ∈Θ

(3.7)

as the minimum discrepancy function (MDF) test statistic, and to


θ̂ ∈ arg min F ξ̂, g(θ )
θ∈Θ

(3.8)

as the MDF estimator.
The function FM L (S, Σ) defined in (3.5), considered as a function of s = vec(S) and σ =
vec(Σ), is an example of a discrepancy function. It is referred to as the maximum likelihood
(ML) discrepancy function. Another popular choice of the discrepancy function in the analysis
of covariance structures is


FGLS (S, Σ) := 21 tr (S − Σ)S −1 (S − Σ)S −1 .

(3.9)

We refer to a function of the form
F (x, ξ) := (x − ξ)0 [V (x)](x − ξ), x, ξ ∈ Ξ,
7

(3.10)

By arg min{f (θ) : θ ∈ Θ} we denote the set of all minimizers of f (θ) over θ ∈ Θ. This set can be empty or
contain more than one element.
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as a generalized least squares (GLS) discrepancy function. Here V (x) is an m × m symmetric
matrix valued function of x ∈ Ξ. We assume that for any x ∈ Ξ, the corresponding matrix V (x)
is positive definite, and hence conditions (i) and (ii) hold, and that V (x) is twice continuously
differentiable, and hence condition (iii) is satisfied. The FGLS (S, Σ) function, defined in (3.9), is
a particular example of GLS discrepancy functions with the weight matrix8 V (s) = 21 S −1 ⊗S −1 .
We have the following basic result about structure of discrepancy functions (Shapiro [28]).
Proposition 3.1 Let F (x, ξ) be a discrepancy function satisfying conditions (i)–(iii). Then
there exists a continuous m × m symmetric matrix valued function V (x, ξ) such that
F (x, ξ) = (x − ξ)0 [V (x, ξ)](x − ξ)

(3.11)

for all x, ξ ∈ Ξ.
The above result shows that any discrepancy function can be represented in a form of an “almost”
GLS function. A difference between the representation (3.11) and the general form (3.10) of
GLS discrepancy functions is that the weight matrix in (3.11) can also depend on ξ as well as
on x.
Let ξ 0 ∈ Ξ be a given (say the population) value of vector ξ. Consider matrix V 0 :=
V (ξ 0 , ξ 0 ) associated with the matrix valued function V (·, ·) of representation (3.11). We can
write then
F (x, ξ) = (x − ξ)0 V 0 (x − ξ) + r(x, ξ),
(3.12)
where r(x, ξ) := (x − ξ)0 [V (x, ξ) − V 0 ](x − ξ). We have that
|r(x, ξ)| ≤ kx − ξk2 kV (x, ξ) − V 0 k,
and V (x, ξ) tends to V 0 as x → ξ 0 and ξ → ξ 0 . Consequently, for (x, ξ) near (ξ 0 , ξ 0 ) the
remainder term r(x, ξ) in (3.12) is of order9

r(x, ξ) = o kx − ξ 0 k2 + kξ − ξ 0 k2 .
This can be compared with a Taylor expansion of F (x, ξ) at (ξ 0 , ξ 0 ). We have that F (ξ 0 , ξ 0 ) = 0,
and since F (·, ξ 0 ) attains its minimum (of zero) at x = ξ 0 , we have that ∂F (ξ 0 , ξ 0 )/∂x = 0,
and similarly ∂F (ξ 0 , ξ 0 )/∂ξ = 0. It follows that the second-order Taylor expansion of F (x, ξ)
at (ξ 0 , ξ 0 ) can be written as follows
F (x, ξ) =

− ξ 0 )0 H xx (x − ξ 0 ) + 12 (ξ − ξ 0 )0 H ξξ (ξ − ξ 0 ) + (x − ξ 0 )0 H xξ (ξ − ξ 0 )

+o kx − ξ 0 k2 + kξ − ξ 0 k2 ,
1
2 (x

8

(3.13)

By ⊗ we denote the Kronecker product of matrices.
The notation o(x) means that o(x) is a function of x such that o(x)/x tends to zero as x → 0. For a
sequence Xn of random variables the notation Xn = op (an ) means that Xn /an converges in probability to zero.
In particular, Xn = op (1) means that Xn converges in probability to zero.
9
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where H xx := ∂ 2 F (ξ 0 , ξ 0 )/∂x∂x0 , H ξξ := ∂ 2 F (ξ 0 , ξ 0 )/∂ξ∂ξ 0 , H xξ := ∂ 2 F (ξ 0 , ξ 0 )/∂x∂ξ 0 are
the corresponding Hessian matrices of second order partial derivatives. By comparing (3.12)
and (3.13) we obtain that
∂ 2 F (ξ 0 , ξ 0 )
∂ 2 F (ξ 0 , ξ 0 )
∂ 2 F (ξ 0 , ξ 0 )
=
−
= 2V 0 .
=
∂x∂x0
∂ξ∂ξ 0
∂x∂ξ 0

(3.14)

Both discrepancy functions FM L (s, σ) and FGLS (s, σ), defined in (3.5) and (3.9), respectively, have the same Hessian matrix
∂ 2 FM L (σ 0 , σ 0 )
∂ 2 FGLS (σ 0 , σ 0 )
−1
=
= Σ−1
0 ⊗ Σ0 ,
∂s∂s0
∂s∂s0

(3.15)

and hence the same second-order Taylor approximation at (σ 0 , σ 0 ).
Remark 2 For technical reasons we also assume the following condition for discrepancy functions.
(iv) For any (fixed) x̄ ∈ Ξ, F (x, ξ) tends to infinity as x → x̄ and kξk → ∞.
It is not difficult to verify that the ML discrepancy function, defined in (3.5), and the GLS
discrepancy functions satisfy this condition.

4

Consistency of MDF Estimators

Let ξ̂ = ξ̂ n be a given estimator10 , based on a sample of size n, of the population value ξ 0 ∈ Ξ
of the parameter vector of the saturated model. It is said that the estimator ξ̂ n is consistent if
it converges with probability one (w.p.1) to ξ 0 as n → ∞. For example, by the (strong) Law of
Large Numbers we have that the sample covariance matrix S converges to Σ0 w.p.1 as n → ∞.
For this to hold we only need to assume that the population distribution has finite second-order
moments, and hence the covariance matrix Σ0 does exist, and that the corresponding random
sample is iid.
Let F (x, ξ) be a chosen discrepancy function satisfying conditions (i)–(iv) specified in the
previous section, and ξ̄ = ξ̄(x) be an optimal solution of the minimization problem:
min F (x, ξ).

ξ∈Ξ0

(4.1)

Note that since F (x, ·) is continuous and because of condition (iv), such a minimizer always
exists (provided that the set Ξ0 is closed), although may be not unique. Define
∗

ξ̂ n := ξ̄(ξ̂ n ) and ξ ∗ := ξ̄(ξ 0 ).
10

(4.2)

We use the subscript n, in the notation ξ̂n , to emphasize that the estimator is a function of a considered
sample of size n.

9

∗

That is, ξ̂ n and ξ ∗ are minimizers of F (ξ̂ n , ·) and F (ξ 0 , ·), respectively, over Ξ0 . It could be
noted that if the model holds, i.e., ξ 0 ∈ Ξ0 , then the minimizer ξ ∗ coincides with ξ 0 and is unique
(because of the properties (i) and (ii) of the discrepancy function). It is possible to show that
if the minimizer ξ ∗ is unique, then the function ξ̄(x) is continuous at x = ξ 0 , i.e., ξ̄(x) → ξ ∗ as
x → ξ 0 . Together with consistency of ξ̂ n this implies the following result (cf., [26]).
Proposition 4.1 Suppose that the discrepancy function satisfies conditions (i)–(iv) and ξ̂ n is
∗
a consistent estimator of ξ 0 . Then ξ̂ n converges to ξ ∗ w.p.1 as n → ∞, provided that the
∗
minimizer ξ ∗ is unique. In particular, if ξ 0 ∈ Ξ0 , then ξ̂ n → ξ 0 w.p.1 as n → ∞.
Similar analysis can be applied to studying consistency of the MDF estimators of the parameter vectors in Θ. For a given x ∈ Ξ consider the optimization (minimization) problem:
min F (x, g(θ)).
θ∈Θ

(4.3)

Recall that the MDF estimator θ̂n is an optimal solution of problem (4.3) for x = ξ̂ n . Let θ∗
be an optimal solution of (4.3) for x = ξ 0 , i.e.,
θ ∗ ∈ arg min F (ξ 0 , g(θ )) .
θ ∈Θ

Of course, if ξ 0 = g(θ0 ) for some θ0 ∈ Θ (i.e., the model holds), then θ0 is an optimal solution
of (4.3) for x = ξ 0 , and we can take θ∗ = θ0 . The optimal values of problems (4.1) and (4.3)
are equal to each other and there is a one-to-one correspondence between the sets of optimal
solutions of problems (4.1) and (4.3). That is, if θ̄ is an optimal solution of (4.3), then ξ̄ = g(θ̄)
is an optimal solution of (4.1), and conversely if ξ̄ is an optimal solution of (4.1) and θ̄ ∈ Θ is a
corresponding point of Θ, then θ̄ is an optimal solution of (4.3). The relation between ξ̄ and θ̄
is defined by the equation ξ̄ = g(θ̄). If the model is identified at θ̄, then the equation ξ̄ = g(θ̄)
defines the point θ̄ uniquely.
It follows that, under the assumptions of Proposition 4.1, θ̂n is a consistent estimator of θ∗ ,
if the inverse of the mapping g(·) is continuous at θ∗ , i.e., if the following condition holds:
g(θn ) → g(θ∗ ), for some sequence {θn } ⊂ Θ, implies that θn → θ∗ .

(4.4)

Note that the above condition (4.4) can only hold if the model is identified at θ∗ . This leads to
the following result (cf., [17, 26]).
Proposition 4.2 Suppose that the discrepancy function satisfies conditions (i)–(iv), ξ̂ n is a
consistent estimator of ξ 0 , and for x = ξ 0 problem (4.3) has unique optimal solution θ∗ and
condition (4.4) holds. Then θ̂n converges to θ∗ w.p.1 as n → ∞. In particular, if ξ 0 = g(θ0 ),
for some θ0 ∈ Θ (i.e., the model holds), then θ0 = θ∗ and the MDF estimator θ̂n is a consistent
estimator of θ0 .
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Note that uniqueness of the optimal solution θ∗ implies uniqueness of the corresponding
optimal solution ξ ∗ . Converse of that also holds if the model is identified at θ∗ . As it was
mentioned above, identifiability of θ∗ is a necessary condition for the property (4.4) to hold. It
is also sufficient if the set Θ is compact (i.e., bounded and closed). For a noncompact set Θ,
condition (4.4) prevents the MDF estimator from escaping to infinity.
The above proposition shows that if the model holds, then under mild regularity conditions
(in particular, identifiability of the model at θ0 ) the MDF estimator θ̂n converges w.p.1 to the
true (population) value θ0 of the parameter vector. On the other hand, if the model does not
hold, then θ̂n converges to an optimal solution θ∗ of the problem (4.3). It could be noted that
if the model does not hold, then such an optimal solution depends on a particular choice of the
discrepancy function.
As we can see uniqueness of the (population) minimizer θ∗ is crucial for convergence of the
MDF estimator θ̂n . If the model holds, then θ∗ = θ0 and uniqueness of θ0 is equivalent to
identifiability of the model at θ0 . Now if a point θ̄ = θ̄(x) is an optimal solution of problem
(4.3) and is an interior point of the set Θ, then it satisfies the necessary optimality condition
∂F (x, g(θ))
= 0.
∂θ

(4.5)

This condition can be viewed as a system of (nonlinear) equations. Consider a point θ0 in the
interior of the set Θ and let ξ 0 := g(θ0 ). By linearizing (4.5) at x = ξ 0 and θ = θ0 , we obtain
the following (linear) system of equations:
 2

 2

∂ F (θ0 , g(θ0 ))
∂ F (θ0 , g(θ0 ))
(x − ξ 0 ) +
(θ − θ0 ) = 0.
(4.6)
∂ θ∂x0
∂ θ∂ θ0
Note that by (3.14) we have that
∂ 2 F (θ0 , g(θ0 ))
∂ 2 F (θ0 , g(θ0 ))
= −2∆00 V 0 and
= 2∆00 V 0 ∆0 ,
0
∂ θ∂x
∂ θ∂ θ0

(4.7)

where ∆0 := ∆(θ0 ). Since the matrix V 0 is positive definite, we have that the matrix ∆00 V 0 ∆0
is nonsingular iff the Jacobian matrix ∆0 has full column rank q (recall that this is a sufficient
condition for identifiability of θ0 ). It follows then by the Implicit Function Theorem that:
If ∆0 has full column rank q, then for all x sufficiently close to ξ 0 the system (4.5) has a
unique solution θ̄ = θ̄(x) in a neighborhood of θ0 , and θ̄ is the unique optimal solution of
problem (4.3) in that neighborhood of θ0 .
The above is a local result. It implies that, under the specified conditions, if the estimator ξ̂ n
is sufficiently close to a point ξ 0 = g(θ0 ) satisfying the model, i.e., the fit is good enough, then
the corresponding MDF estimator θ̂n is unique, and can be obtained by solving equations (4.5)
with x = ξ̂ n , in a neighborhood of the point θ0 ∈ Θ. Of course, in practice it is impossible to
say apriory when “sufficiently close” is close enough for the above to hold.
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5

Asymptotic Analysis of the MDF Estimation Procedure

In this section we discuss a basic theory of asymptotics of the MDF estimation procedure. We
assume that the considered discrepancy function satisfies conditions (i)–(iv) specified in section
3. We also assume that the estimator ξ̂ n is asymptotically normal. That is, we assume that the
sequence
Z n := n1/2 (ξ̂ n − ξ 0 ),
of random vectors, with ξ 0 being the population value of the parameter vector ξ ∈ Ξ, converges
in distribution11 to multivariate normal with mean vector zero and covariance matrix Γ, i.e.,
Z n ⇒ N (0, Γ). For example, in the analysis of covariance structures we have that vector
s := vec(S), associated with the sample covariance matrix S, is asymptotically normal. This
follows from the Central Limit Theorem provided that the population distribution has fourthorder moments and the sample is iid. Moreover, if the population distribution is normal, then
Γ = ΓN , where
ΓN := 2M p (Σ0 ⊗ Σ0 )
(5.1)
with M p being an p2 × p2 symmetric idempotent matrix of rank p(p + 1)/2 with element in row
ij and column kl given by12 M p (ij, kl) = 12 (δik δjl + δil δjk ) (cf., [7]). It follows that matrix ΓN
has also rank p(p + 1)/2, provided that the covariance matrix Σ0 is nonsingular. We assume
that the (asymptotic) covariance matrix Γ, of Z n , has the maximal rank, which in the case of
covariance structures is p(p + 1)/2. It follows then that the linear space generated by columns
of the Jacobian matrix ∆(θ) is contained in the linear space generated by columns of Γ.
Denote by ϑ(x) the optimal value of problem (4.1). Recall that the optimal values of problems
(4.1) and (4.3) are the same, and hence ϑ(x) is also the optimal value of problem (4.3). Denote
by θ̄(x) an optimal solution of problem (4.3). By the definitions we have that F̂ = ϑ(ξ̂ n ) and
θ̂ n = θ̄ (ξ̂ n ). Therefore it should be not surprising that asymptotic properties of the MDF test
statistics and estimators are closely related to analytical properties of functions ϑ(·) and θ̄(·).
Suppose that the model holds, i.e., ξ 0 ∈ Ξ0 or equivalently ξ 0 = g(θ0 ) for some θ0 ∈ Θ. The
second-order Taylor approximation of the discrepancy function, at the point (x, ξ) = (ξ 0 , ξ 0 ),
can be written in the form (3.12). Suppose, further, that the set Ξ0 can be approximated at the
point ξ 0 by a cone T ⊂ Rm in the following sense13 :
dist(ξ 0 + z, Ξ0 ) = o(kzk), z ∈ T ,

(5.2)

dist(ξ − ξ 0 , T ) = o(kξ − ξ 0 k), ξ ∈ Ξ0 .

(5.3)

This definition of cone approximation is going back to Chernoff [12].
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By “ ⇒ ” we denote convergence in distribution.
Here δik = 1 if i = k, and δik = 0 if i 6= k.
13
By dist(x, A) := inf z ∈A kx − zk we denote the distance from a point x ∈ Rm to a set A ⊂ Rm . A set T ⊂ Rm
is said to be a cone if for any z ∈ T and t ≥ 0 it follows that tz ∈ T .
12
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In particular, if Ξ0 is a smooth manifold near ξ 0 , then it is approximated at ξ 0 by a linear
space referred to as its tangent space at ξ 0 . Suppose that θ0 is an interior point of Θ and θ0
is locally regular (see Definition 2.2). Denote ∆0 := ∆(θ0 ). Then the image g(N ) := {ξ : ξ =
g(θ), θ ∈ N } of the set Θ restricted to a neighborhood N ⊂ Θ of θ0 , is a smooth manifold with
the tangent space at ξ 0 given by

T = ζ = ∆0 β : β ∈ Rq .

(5.4)

Of course, g(N ) is a subset of Ξ0 , restricted to a neighborhood of ξ 0 . The asymptotic analysis
is local in nature. Therefore, there is no loss of generality here by restricting the set Θ to a
neighborhood of θ0 .
Definition 5.1 A point θ0 ∈ Θ is said to be regular if θ0 is locally regular and there exist a
neighborhood V of ξ 0 = g(θ0 ) and a neighborhood N ⊂ Θ of θ0 such that Ξ0 ∩ V = g(N ).
In other words, regularity of θ0 ensures that local structure of Ξ0 near ξ 0 is provided by the
mapping g(θ) defined in a neighborhood of θ0 . Regularity of θ0 implies that Ξ0 is a smooth
manifold near ξ 0 and is approximated at ξ 0 by its tangent space T of the form (5.4).
In particular, if condition (4.4) holds and ∆(θ) has full column rank q for all θ in a neighborhood of θ0 (i.e., point θ0 is locally regular of rank q), then Ξ0 is a smooth manifold near ξ 0
and its tangent space at ξ 0 is given by (5.4). Note that g(N ) is a smooth manifold even if the
rank of the Jacobian matrix ∆0 is less than q provided that the local regularity condition holds.
Note also that if the tangent space T is given in the form (5.4), then its dimension, dim(T ), is
equal to the rank of the Jacobian matrix ∆0 , i.e., dim(T ) = rank(∆0 ).
Remark 3 Let us remark at this point that if the point θ0 is a boundary point of Θ, then under
certain regularity conditions the set Θ can be approximated at θ0 by a cone C ⊂ Rq , rather than
a linear space, and consequently Ξ0 can be approximated by the cone

T = ζ = ∆0 β : β ∈ C .

(5.5)

Later we will discuss implications of this to the asymptotics of the MDF estimators (see section
5.4).
The above discussion suggests the following approximation of the optimal value function
ϑ(x) near ξ 0 (cf., [29, Lemma 3.1]).
Proposition 5.1 Suppose that the set Ξ0 can be approximated at ξ 0 ∈ Ξ0 by a cone T ⊂ Rm .
Then
ϑ(ξ 0 + z) = min(z − ζ )0 V 0 (z − ζ ) + o(kzk2 ).
(5.6)
ζ∈T
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Suppose, further, that the cone T actually is a linear space, i.e., Ξ0 can be approximated at
ξ 0 ∈ Ξ0 by a linear space T ⊂ Rm . Then the main (first) term in the right hand side of (5.6) is
a quadratic function of z and can be written as z 0 Qz for some symmetric positive semidefinite
matrix Q. In particular, if the space T is given in the form (5.4), then this term can be written
as
minq (z − ∆0 β )0 V 0 (z − ∆0 β ) = z 0 Qz,
(5.7)
β∈R

where14 Q = V 0 − V 0 ∆0 (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )− ∆00 V 0 . It is also possible to write this matrix in the form
−1 0
Q = ∆c (∆0c V −1
0 ∆c ) ∆ c ,

(5.8)

where ∆c is an orthogonal complement of ∆0 , i.e., ∆c is an m × (m − rank(∆0 )) matrix of full
column rank such that ∆0c ∆0 = 0. This follows by the standard theory of linear models (see,
e.g., [24, sections 3.6 and 3.8]). Note that rank(Q) = m − rank(∆0 ).
We already discussed continuity properties of θ̄(·) in section 4. Suppose that the model is
(globally) identified at θ0 , and hence θ̄(ξ 0 ) = θ0 and is defined uniquely. Then under mild
regularity conditions we have that θ̄(·) is continuous at ξ 0 . Moreover, we have the following
result (cf., [29, Lemma 3.1]).
Proposition 5.2 Suppose that the set Θ can be approximated at θ0 ∈ Θ by a convex cone
C ⊂ Rq , the Jacobian matrix ∆0 has full column rank q and θ̄(·) is continuous at ξ 0 = g(θ0 ).
Then
θ̄ (ξ 0 + z) = θ 0 + β̄ (z) + o(kzk),
(5.9)
where β̄ (z) is the optimal solution of the problem
min(z − ∆0 β )0 V 0 (z − ∆0 β ).
β∈C

(5.10)

Note that since the approximating cone C is assumed to be convex, rank(∆0 ) = q and the matrix
V 0 is positive definite, the minimizer β̄ (z) is unique for any z ∈ Rm . If, moreover, the point
θ 0 is an interior point of Θ and hence C = Rq , then β̄ (·) is a linear function and can be written
explicitly as
β̄ (z) = (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )−1 ∆00 V 0 z.
(5.11)
Now if ξ 0 6∈ Ξ0 , then the analysis becomes considerably more involved. It will be beyond the
scope of this paper to give a detailed description of such theory. We refer the interested reader
to Bonnans and Shapiro [6] for a thorough development of that theory. We give below some,
relatively simple, results which will be relevant for the statistical inference. In the optimization
literature the following result, giving a first order approximation of the optimal value function,
is often referred to as Danskin Theorem [13].
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By A− we denote a generalized inverse of matrix A.
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Proposition 5.3 Let S be the set of optimal solutions of problem (4.1) for x = ξ 0 . Then
ϑ(ξ 0 + z) = ϑ(ξ 0 ) + min g0ξ z + o(kzk),
ξ∈S

(5.12)

where gξ := ∂F (ξ 0 , ξ)/∂x. In particular, if problem (4.1) has unique optimal solution ξ ∗ for
x = ξ 0 , then
∂ϑ(ξ 0 )
∂F (ξ 0 , ξ ∗ )
=
.
(5.13)
∂x
∂x
Of course, if ξ 0 ∈ Ξ0 , then problem (4.1) has unique optimal solution ξ ∗ = ξ 0 and hence
∂ϑ(ξ 0 )/∂x = 0. The following result is a consequence of the Implicit Function Theorem (cf.,
[25, Theorem 4.2]).
Proposition 5.4 Suppose that: (i) for x = ξ 0 problem (4.3) has unique optimal solution θ∗ ,
(ii) the point θ∗ is an interior point of Θ, (iii) θ̄(·) is continuous at θ∗ , (iv) the Hessian matrix
H θθ := ∂ 2 F (ξ 0 , g(θ∗ ))/∂ θ∂ θ0 is nonsingular. Then θ̄(·) is continuously differentiable and ϑ(·)
is twice continuously differentiable at ξ 0 , and
∂ θ̄(ξ 0 )
= −H −1
θθ H θx ,
∂x

(5.14)

∂ 2 ϑ(ξ 0 )
= H xx − H 0θx H −1
θθ H θx ,
∂x∂x0

(5.15)

where H θx := ∂ 2 F (ξ 0 , g(θ∗ ))/∂ θ∂x0 and H xx := ∂ 2 F (ξ 0 , g(θ∗ ))/∂x∂x0 .
Remark 4 If the model holds, and hence θ∗ = θ0 , then H θθ = 2∆00 V 0 ∆0 , H θx = −2∆00 V 0
and H xx = 2V 0 (compare with (4.7)). In that case formula (5.14) gives the same derivatives
as (5.9) and (5.11), and (5.15) is equivalent to (5.7), and these formulas involve only first-order
derivatives (i.e., the Jacobian matrix) of g(·). On the other hand, if the model does not hold,
and hence θ∗ 6= θ0 , then these derivatives involve second-order derivatives of g(·). Note also that
the Hessian matrix H θθ can be nonsingular only if the Jacobian matrix ∆(θ∗ ) has full column
rank q and hence the model is locally identified at θ∗ .

5.1

Asymptotics of MDF Test Statistics

Suppose that the model holds, i.e., ξ 0 ∈ Ξ0 . Since F̂ = ϑ(ξ̂ n ) we obtain from the approximation
(5.6) the following asymptotic expansion of the MDF test statistic (under the null hypothesis):
nF̂ = min(Z n − ζ )0 V 0 (Z n − ζ ) + op (1).
ζ∈T

(5.16)

Recall that Z n ⇒ N (0, Γ). It follows that
nF̂ ⇒ min(Z − ζ )0 V 0 (Z − ζ ),
ζ∈T
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(5.17)

where Z is a random vector having normal distribution N (0, Γ). The optimal value of the
right hand side of (5.17) is a quadratic function of Z. Under certain conditions this quadratic
function Z 0 QZ has a chi-square distribution (see, e.g., [24, section 2.4]). In particular, this holds
if V 0 = Γ−1 . As it was discussed earlier, nonsingularity of the covariance matrix Γ depends on
a choice of the space where the saturated model is defined. In applications it is often convenient
to take a larger space in which case Γ becomes singular. It is said that the discrepancy function
is correctly specified if V 0 is equal to a generalized inverse of Γ, that is, ΓV 0 Γ = Γ. Of
course, if Γ is nonsingular, then this is the same as V 0 = Γ−1 . As it was mentioned earlier
we assume that the asymptotic covariance matrix Γ has the maximal rank, e.g., in the case of
covariance structures we assume that rank(Γ) = p(p + 1)/2. It follows then that each column
vector of the Jacobian matrix ∆(θ) is contained in the linear space generated by columns of Γ.
We have the following result (cf., [8, 31]) giving asymptotics of the null distribution of the
MDF test statistic. Recall Definition 5.1 of a regular point.
Theorem 5.1 Suppose that the model holds, the discrepancy function is correctly specified and
the point θ0 is regular (and hence the set Ξ0 is approximated at ξ 0 = g(θ0 ) by a linear space
T of the form (5.4)). Then the MDF test statistic nF̂ converges in distribution to a (central)
chi-square with
ν = rank(Γ) − dim(T ) = rank(Γ) − rank(∆0 )
(5.18)
degrees of freedom.
Suppose that the mapping g(·) is analytic and let r be the characteristic rank of the model.
The above results imply that if the discrepancy function is correctly specified, then under the null
hypothesis, generically, the MDF test statistic nF̂ has asymptotically a chi-square distribution,
with ν = rank(Γ) − r degrees of freedom. Recall that “generically” means that this holds
for almost every population value θ0 ∈ Θ of the parameter vector. For example, consider the
setting of covariance structures and suppose that the population distribution is normal. Then
the covariance matrix Γ can be written in the form (5.1), has rank p(p + 1)/2 and matrix V 0 :=
−1
1 −1
is its generalized inverse. It follows that for a normally distributed population,
2 Σ0 ⊗ Σ0
both discrepancy functions FM L and FGLS , defined in (3.5) and (3.9), respectively, are correctly
specified. Therefore, we have that:
Under the null hypothesis, generically, the MDF test statistics, associated with FM L and
FGLS , are asymptotically chi-square distributed, with ν = p(p+1)/2−r degrees of freedom,
provided that the population distribution is normal.
It is possible to extend this basic result in various directions. Suppose now that the model
does not hold, i.e., ξ 0 6∈ Ξ0 . Let ξ ∗ be a minimizer of F (ξ 0 , ·) over Ξ0 , i.e., ξ ∗ is an optimal
solution of problem (4.1) for x = ξ 0 . Since the model does not hold, we have here that ξ ∗ 6= ξ 0 .
Suppose, however, that the population value ξ 0 is close to the model set Ξ0 , i.e., there is no big
16

difference between ξ ∗ and ξ 0 . We can employ approximation (5.6) at the point ξ ∗ , instead of ξ 0 ,
by taking V 0 := V (ξ ∗ , ξ ∗ ), i.e., making the second-order Taylot expansion of the discrepancy
function at the point (x, ξ) = (ξ ∗ , ξ ∗ ), and using the tangent space T at ξ ∗ . We obtain the
following approximation of the MDF statistic:
nF̂ = min(Z ∗n − ζ )0 V 0 (Z ∗n − ζ ) + o(kZ ∗n k2 ),
ζ∈T

(5.19)

where
Z ∗n := n1/2 (ξ̂ n − ξ ∗ ) = n1/2 (ξ̂ n − ξ 0 ) + n1/2 (ξ 0 − ξ ∗ ) .
{z
} |
{z
}
|
µn
Zn
Recall that it is assumed that Z n ⇒ N (0, Γ). On the other hand, as n tends to infinity,
the “deterministic” part µn := n1/2 (ξ 0 − ξ ∗ ) of Z ∗n grows indefinitely. However, the quadratic
approximation, given by the right hand side of (5.19), could be reasonable if the “stochastic”
part Z n is bigger than the “deterministic” part µn (we will discuss this in more details later). In
order to formulate this in a mathematically rigorous way, we make the so-called assumption of a
sequence of local alternatives. That is, we assume that there is a sequence ξ 0 = ξ 0,n of population
values (local alternatives) converging to a point ξ ∗ ∈ Ξ0 such that n1/2 (ξ 0,n − ξ ∗ ) converges to a
(deterministic) vector15 µ. It follows then that Z ∗n ⇒ N (µ, Γ) and the remainder term o(kZ ∗n k2 )
in (5.19) converges in probability to zero. If, moreover, V 0 = Γ− , then the quadratic term in
(5.19) converges in distribution to noncentral chi-square with the same degrees of freedom ν and
the noncentrality parameter
δ = min(µ − ζ )0 V 0 (µ − ζ ).
(5.20)
ζ∈T

Moreover, by (5.6) we have that


δ = lim n min F (ξ 0,n , ξ) .
n→∞

ξ∈Ξ0

(5.21)

This leads to the following result (cf., [25, Theorem 5.5],[36]).
Theorem 5.2 Suppose that the assumption of a sequence of local alternatives (Pitman drift)
holds, the discrepancy function is correctly specified and the set Ξ0 is approximated at ξ ∗ = g(θ∗ )
by a linear space T generated by the columns of the matrix ∆∗ = ∆(θ∗ ). Then the MDF test
statistic nF̂ converges in distribution to a noncentral chi-square with ν = rank(Γ) − dim(T )
degrees of freedom and the noncentrality parameter δ given in (5.20) or, equivalently, (5.21).
From the practical point of view it is important to understand when the noncentral chisquare distribution gives a reasonable approximation of the true distribution of the MDF test
statistics. By the analysis of section 4 we have that F̂ converges w.p.1 to the value
F ∗ := min F (ξ 0 , ξ) = F (ξ 0 , ξ ∗ ).
ξ∈Ξ0
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This assumption is often referred to as Pitman drift.
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(5.22)

Recall that ϑ(x) denotes the optimal value of problem (4.1), and hence F̂ = ϑ(ξ̂ n ) and F ∗ =
ϑ(ξ 0 ). Suppose that ξ ∗ is the unique minimizer of F (ξ 0 , ·) over Ξ0 . Then we have by Danskin
Theorem (see Proposition 5.3) that ∂ϑ(ξ 0 )/∂x = ∂F (ξ 0 , ξ ∗ )/∂x. It follows that


n1/2 F̂ − F ∗ = g00 Z n + op (1),
(5.23)
where g0 := ∂F (∂xx,ξ
Theorem 5.3]).

∗

)

x=ξ0 , which in turn implies the following asymptotic result (Shapiro [25,

Theorem 5.3 Suppose that ξ ∗ is the unique minimizer of F (ξ 0 , ·) over Ξ0 . Then



n1/2 F̂ − F ∗ ⇒ N 0, g00 Γg0 .

(5.24)

If the model holds, then F ∗ = 0 and g0 = 0. In that case the asymptotic result (5.24)
degenerates into the trivial statement that n1/2 F̂ converges in probability to zero. And, indeed,
as it was discussed above, under the null hypothesis one needs to scale F̂ by the factor of n,
instead of n1/2 , in order to get meaningful asymptotics. However, as the distance between the
population value ξ 0 and the model set Ξ0 becomes larger, the noncentral chi-square distribution
approximation deteriorates and the normal distribution, with mean F ∗ and variance n−1 g00 Γg0 ,
could become a better approximation of the distribution of F̂ . The noncentral chi-square approximation is based on the distribution of the quadratic form
min(Z ∗n − ζ )0 V 0 (Z ∗n − ζ ) = Z ∗n 0 QZ ∗n = Z 0n QZ n + µ0n Qµn + 2µ0n QZ n .
ζ∈T

(5.25)

Recall that Z ∗n = Z n + µn and µn = n1/2 (ξ 0 − ξ ∗ ). The first term, in the right hand side of
(5.25), has approximately a central chi-square distribution with ν = rank(Γ) − dim(T ) degrees
of freedom. Suppose that ξ 0 is close to Ξ0 . By (5.6) the second term in the right hand side of
(5.25) can be approximated as follows
µ0n Qµn = n min(ξ 0 − ξ ∗ − ζ )0 V 0 (ξ 0 − ξ ∗ − ζ ) ≈ nF ∗ .
ζ∈T

(5.26)

Recall that, by (5.21), nF ∗ is approximately equal to the noncentrality parameter δ. We also
have that
g0 =

∂F (x, ξ∗ )
∂(x − ξ ∗ )0 V 0 (x − ξ ∗ )
≈
= 2V 0 (ξ 0 − ξ ∗ ).
∂x
∂x
x=ξ0
x=ξ0

(5.27)

Moreover, by the first-order optimality conditions the gradient vector g0 is orthogonal to the
space T , and hence V 0 (ξ 0 − ξ ∗ ) ≈ Q(ξ 0 − ξ ∗ ).
It follows that the sum of the second and third terms in the right hand side of (5.25) has
approximately a normal distribution with mean nF ∗ and variance ng00 Γg0 . Therefore, for ξ 0
close to Ξ0 the difference between the noncentral chi-square and normal approximations, given in
Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, respectively, is the first term in the right hand side of (5.25). The expected
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value and the variance of a chi-square random variable with ν degrees of freedom is equal to ν
and 2ν, respectively. Therefore, when the number of degrees of freedom ν = rank(Γ) − dim(T )
is bigger or comparable with the noncentrality parameter δ ≈ nF ∗ , the noncentral chi-square
approximation, which is based on a second-order Taylor expansion at the point ξ ∗ , should be
better than the normal approximation, which is based on a first-order approximation at ξ 0 .
On the other hand, if δ is significantly bigger than ν, then the first term in the right hand
side of (5.25) becomes negligible and the normal approximation could be reasonable. This is in
agreement with the property that a noncentral chi-square distribution, with ν degrees of freedom
and noncentrality parameter δ, becomes approximately normal if δ is much bigger than ν. In
such a case the normal approximation can be used to construct a confidence interval, for F ∗ , of
the form F̂ ± κ σ̂F . Here σ̂F is an estimate of the standard deviation of F̂ and κ is a critical
value. Recall that the expected value and variance of a noncentral chi-square random variable,
with ν degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter δ, is ν + δ and 2ν + 4δ, respectively.
Therefore, the normal approximation could be reasonable if
nF̂ − ν
p

≥ κ,

(5.28)

4nF̂ + 2ν

where κ is a critical value, say κ = 3.
Let us finally remark that from a theoretical point of view one can obtain a better approximation of the distribution of the MDF test statistic by using a second-order Taylor expansion of
the optimal value function at the population point ξ 0 . The corresponding first and second order
derivatives are given in (5.13) and (5.15), respectively, provided that the optimal solution ξ ∗ is
unique. Note, however, that in practical applications this will require an accurate estimation of
the corresponding first and second order derivatives which could be a problem.

5.2

Nested Models

Suppose now that we have two models Ξ1 ⊂ Ξ and Ξ2 ⊂ Ξ for the same parameter vector ξ.
It is said that the second model is nested, within the first model, if Ξ2 is a subset of Ξ1 , i.e.,
Ξ2 ⊂ Ξ1 . We refer to the models associated with the sets Ξ1 and Ξ2 as full and restricted models,
respectively. If Ξ1 is given in the parametric form

Ξ1 := ξ ∈ Ξ : ξ = g(θ), θ ∈ Θ1 ,
(5.29)
i.e., the full model is structural, then it is natural to define a nested model by restricting the
parameter space Θ1 to a subset Θ2 . Typically the subset Θ2 ⊂ Θ1 is defined by imposing
constraints on the parameter vector θ. In this section we discuss asymptotics of the MDF test
statistics nF̂i , i = 1, 2, where
F̂i := min F (ξ̂ n , ξ).
(5.30)
ξ∈Ξi

Suppose that the population value ξ 0 ∈ Ξ2 , i.e., the restricted model holds. Suppose, further,
that the sets Ξ1 and Ξ2 are approximated at ξ 0 by linear spaces T1 and T2 , respectively. This
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holds if both Ξ1 and Ξ2 are smooth manifolds near ξ 0 with respective tangent spaces T1 and T2 .
Note that T2 ⊂ T1 since Ξ2 ⊂ Ξ1 . We have then (see (5.16)) that
nF̂i = min(Z n − ζ )0 V 0 (Z n − ζ ) + op (1), i = 1, 2.
ζ∈Ti

(5.31)

Suppose, further, that the discrepancy function is correctly specified. Then by the analysis of the
previous section we have that nF̂i , i = 1, 2, converges in distribution to a (central) chi-square
with νi = rank(Γ) − dim(Ti ) degrees of freedom. Moreover, it follows from the representation
(5.31) that nF̂1 and nF̂2 −nF̂1 are asymptotically independent of each other. The corresponding
arguments are analogous to derivations of the statistical inference of linear constraints in the
theory of linear models (e.g., [24, Section 4.5.1]). This can be extended to the setting of a
sequence of local alternatives, where there is a sequence ξ 0,n of population values converging to
a point ξ ∗ ∈ Ξ2 such that the following limits exist


(5.32)
δi = lim n min F (ξ 0,n , ξ) , i = 1, 2.
n→∞

ξ∈Ξi

Then the following asymptotic results hold (Steiger et al [36]).
Theorem 5.4 Suppose that the assumption of a sequence of local alternatives holds, the discrepancy function is correctly specified and the sets Ξi , i = 1, 2, are approximated at ξ ∗ ∈ Ξ2 by
respective linear spaces Ti . Then the following holds: (i) the MDF test statistics nF̂i converge in
distribution to noncentral chi-square with respective degrees of freedom νi = rank(Γ) − dim(Ti )
and noncentrality parameter δi given in (5.32), (ii) the statistic nF̂2 − nF̂1 converges in distribution to a noncentral chi-square with ν2 − ν1 degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter
δ2 − δ1 , (iii) the statistics nF̂1 and nF̂2 − nF̂1 are asymptotically independent of each other, (iv)
the ratio statistic (F̂2 −F̂1 )/(ν2 −ν1 ) converges in distribution to doubly noncentral F -distribution
F̂1 /ν1
with noncentrality parameters δ2 − δ1 and δ1 and with ν2 − ν1 and ν1 degrees of freedom.
It is straightforward to extend the above result to a sequence of nested models. Also we
have that nF̂2 = nF̂1 + (nF̂2 − nF̂1 ). Recall that the variance of a noncentral chi-square random
variable with ν degrees of freedom and noncentrality parameter δ is 2ν + 4δ. Therefore, under
the assumptions of the above theorem, the asymptotic covariance between nF̂1 and nF̂2 is equal
to the asymptotic variance of nF̂1 , which is equal to 2ν1 + 4δ1 . q
Consequently, the asymptotic
1
correlation between the MDF statistics nF̂1 and nF̂2 is equal to νν12 +2δ
+2δ2 (cf., [36]).

5.3

Asymptotics of MDF Estimators

In this section we discuss asymptotics of the MDF estimator θ̂n . Suppose that the model holds
and θ̂n is a consistent estimator of the population value θ0 ∈ Θ (see section 4 and Proposition
4.2 in particular). Since θ̂n = θ̄(ξ̂ n ), we have by (5.9) that, under the assumptions of Proposition
5.2,
n1/2 (θ̂n − θ0 ) = β̄ (Z n ) + op (1).
(5.33)
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Recall that β̄ (z) is the optimal solution of (5.10) and note that β̄ (·) is positively homogeneous,
i.e., β̄ (tz) = tβ̄ (z) for any z and t ≥ 0. This leads to the following asymptotics of the MDF
estimator (cf., [7],[25]).
Theorem 5.5 Suppose that the model holds, θ̂n is a consistent estimator of θ0 , the set Θ is
approximated at θ0 by a convex cone C and rank(∆0 ) = q. Then n1/2 (θ̂n − θ0 ) ⇒ β̄ (Z), where
Z ∼ N (0, Γ). If, furthermore, θ0 is an interior point of Θ, and hence C = Rq , then n1/2 (θ̂n − θ0 )
converges in distribution to normal with mean vector zero and covariance matrix
Π = (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )−1 ∆00 V 0 ΓV 0 ∆0 (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )−1 .

(5.34)

Moreover, if the discrepancy function is correctly specified, then Π = (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )−1 .
In particular, if in the setting of covariance structures the population distribution is normal
and the employed discrepancy function is normal-theory correctly specified, then the asymptotic
covariance matrix of n1/2 (θ̂n − θ0 ) can be written as
−1

−1
.
ΠN = 2 ∆00 (Σ−1
0 ⊗ Σ0 )∆0

(5.35)

Note that since it is assumed that the asymptotic covariance matrix Γ has the maximal rank,
and hence the linear space generated by columns of ∆0 is included in the linear space generated
by columns of Γ, we have here that matrix ∆00 Γ− ∆0 is independent of a particular choice of
the generalized inverse Γ− and is positive definite. In particular, if the discrepancy function is
correctly specified, then ∆00 Γ− ∆0 = ∆00 V 0 ∆0 . It is possible to show (cf., [7, Proposition 3])
that the inequality16
Π  (∆00 Γ− ∆0 )−1
(5.36)
always holds. Basically this is the Gauss-Markov Theorem. That is, for a correctly specified
discrepancy function, the asymptotic covariance matrix of the corresponding MDF estimator
attains its lower bound given by the right hand side of (5.36). Therefore, for a correctly specified
discrepancy function the corresponding MDF estimator is asymptotically efficient within the
class of MDF estimators.
The above asymptotics of MDF estimators were derived under the assumption of identifiability of the model. If the model is overparameterized, then it does not make sense to talk about
distribution of the MDF estimators since these estimators are not uniquely defined. However,
even in the case of overparameterization some of the parameters could be defined uniquely.
Therefore it makes sense to consider the following concept of estimable functions borrowed from
the theory of linear models (e.g., [24, section 3.8.2]).
16

For q × q symmetric matrices A and B the inequality A  B is understood in the Loewner sense, i.e., that
matrix A − B is positive semidefinite.
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Definition 5.2 Consider a continuously differentiable function a(θ). We say that α = a(θ) is
an estimable parameter if θ1 , θ2 ∈ Θ and g(θ1 ) = g(θ2 ) imply that a(θ1 ) = a(θ2 ). If this holds
in a neighborhood of a point θ0 ∈ Θ, we say α is locally estimable, near θ0 .
In the analysis of covariance structures the above concept of estimable parameters was discussed in Shapiro [31, p.146]. By using local reparameterization (see Proposition 2.1) it is
possible to show the following.
If θ0 is a locally regular interior point of Θ, then a parameter α = a(θ) is locally estimable,
near θ0 , iff vector ∂a(θ)/∂ θ0 belongs to the linear space generated by rows of ∆(θ) for all
θ in a neighborhood of θ 0 .
Consider now vector a(θ) = (a1 (θ), ..., as (θ)) of locally estimable, near a population point
θ 0 , parameters. Suppose that θ 0 is locally regular and let α0 := a(θ 0 ) and α̂n := a(θ̂ n ). Note
that, by local estimability of α, the estimator α̂n is defined uniquely for θ̂n sufficiently close to
θ 0 . We have then that n1/2 (α̂n − α0 ) converges in distribution to normal with mean vector zero
and covariance matrix
A0 (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )− ∆00 V 0 ΓV 0 ∆0 (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )− A00 ,

(5.37)

where A0 := ∂a(θ0 )/∂ θ0 is s × q Jacobian matrix. Note that because of the local estimability
of α, we have that row vectors of A0 belong to the linear space generated by rows of ∆0 , and
hence the expression in (5.37) does not depend on a particular choice of the generalized inverse
of ∆00 V 0 ∆0 . In particular, for correctly specified discrepancy function this expression becomes
A0 (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )− A00 .
We can also consider a situation when the model does not hold. Under the assumptions of
Proposition 5.4, in particular that θ∗ is the unique optimal solution of problem (4.3), we have
that θ̂n converges w.p.1 to θ∗ and, by (5.14), that (cf., [25, Theorem 5.4]):

−1
0
n1/2 (θ̂n − θ∗ ) ⇒ N 0, H −1
θθ H θx ΓH θx H θθ .

5.4

(5.38)

The Case of Boundary Population Value

In the previous sections we discussed asymptotics of MDF test statistics and estimators under
the assumption that the set Ξ0 can be approximated, at a considered point, by a linear space
T . In this section we consider a situation when θ0 is a boundary point of the set Θ, and as a
consequence the set Ξ0 should be approximated at ξ 0 = g(θ0 ) by a (convex) cone rather than
a linear space. This may happen if the set Θ is defined by inequality constraints and some of
these inequality constraints are active at the population point. For instance, in example 2.1
(Factor Analysis model) the diagonal entries of the matrix Ψ should be nonnegative. If the
population value Ψ0 has zero diagonal entries (i.e., some residual variances are zeros), then
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the corresponding value of the parameter vector can be viewed as lying on the boundary of
the feasible region. One can think about more sophisticated examples where, for instance, it
is hypothesized that some of the residual variances (i.e., diagonal entries of Ψ) are bigger than
the others, or that elements of matrix Λ are nonnegative. Statistical theory of parameters
estimation under inequality type constraints is often referred to as order restricted statistical
inference. The interested reader can be referred to the recent comprehensive monograph [35] for
a thorough treatment of that theory. We give below a few basic results which are relevant for
our discussion.
Suppose that the model holds, the Jacobian matrix ∆0 has full column rank q and the set
Θ is approximated at θ0 by convex cone C. We have then that
nF̂ ⇒ min(Z − ∆0 β )0 V 0 (Z − ∆0 β ),
β∈C

(5.39)

where Z ∼ N (0, Γ). Let us look at the optimal value of the minimization problem in the right
hand side of (5.39). Suppose, for the sake of simplicity, that ∆0 has full column rank q. Then
we can decompose this optimal value into a sum of two terms as follows
min(Z −∆0 β )0 V 0 (Z −∆0 β ) = (Z −∆0 β̃ )0 V 0 (Z −∆0 β̃ )+min(β̃ − β )0 ∆00 V 0 ∆0 (β̃ − β ), (5.40)
β∈C

β∈C

where β̃ = (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )−1 ∆00 V 0 Z is the corresponding unconstrained minimizer (compare with
(5.11)). The first term in the right hand side of (5.40) is the corresponding unconstrained
minimum over β ∈ Rq , and in a sense the above decomposition is just the Pythagorus Theorem.
Suppose, further, that the discrepancy function is correctly specified. Recall that it is assumed
that the asymptotic covariance matrix Γ has maximal rank. By reducing the saturated space,
if necessary, we can assume here that Γ is nonsingular, and hence “correctly specified” means

that V 0 = Γ−1 . It follows then that β̃ ∼ N 0, (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )−1 .
Assuming that the model holds and V 0 = Γ−1 , we have that the first term in the right hand
side of (5.40) has chi-square distribution, with ν = m − q degrees of freedom, and is distributed
independently of the second term. The second term in the right hand side of (5.40) is a mixture
of chi-square distributions (such distributions are called chi-bar-squared distributions). With
various degrees of generality this result was derived in [4, 18, 22], it was shown in [30] that this
holds for any convex cone C. Denote by nF̃ the corresponding unconstrained MDF test statistic,
i.e.,
F̃ := minq F (ξ̂ n , g(θ)).
θ∈R

We have that nF̃ is asymptotically equivalent to the first term in the right hand side of (5.40).
Under the above assumptions we obtain the following results:
(i) The unrestricted MDF test statistic nF̃ converges in distribution to chi-square with ν =
m − q degrees of freedom and is asymptotically independent of the difference statistic
nF̂ − nF̃ .
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(ii) The difference statistic nF̂ −nF̃ is asymptotically equivalent to the second term in the right
hand side of (5.40) and converges in distribution to a mixture of chi-square distributions,
that is,
q
n
o X

lim Prob nF̂ − nF̃ ≥ c =
wi Prob χ2i ≥ c ,
(5.41)
n→∞

i=0

where χ2i is a chi-square random variable with i degrees of freedom, χ20 ≡ 0 and wi are
nonnegative weights such that w0 + ... + wq = 1.
Of course, the asymptotic distribution, given by the right hand side of (5.41), depends on the
weights wi , which in turn depend on the covariance matrix17 of β̃ and cone C. A general property
P
of these weights is that qi=0 (−1)i wi = 0 if at least two of these weights are nonzeros. If θ0 is
an interior point of Θ, and hence C = Rq , then w0 = 1 and all other weights are zeros. In that
case we have the same asymptotics of the MDF statistic nF̂ as given in Theorem 5.1. Often
the set Θ ⊂ Rq is defined by inequality constraints. Then, under mild regularity conditions
(called constraint qualifications), the approximating cone C is obtained by linearizing the active
at θ0 inequality constraints. In particular, if only one inequality constraint is active at θ0 , then
C is defined by one linear inequality constraint and hence is a half space of Rq . In that case
w0 = w1 = 1/2 and all other weights are zeros. If two inequality constraints are active at θ0 ,
then only weights w0 , w1 and w2 can be nonzeros, with w1 = 1/2, etc. For a general discussion
of how to calculate these weights we can refer, e.g., to [34, 35].

6

Asymptotic Robustness of the MDF Statistical Inference

An important condition in the analysis of the previous section was the assumption of correct
specification of the discrepancy function. In particular, the discrepancy functions FM L and
FGLS , defined in (3.5) and (3.9), respectively, are motivated by the assumption that the underline
population has a normal distribution and are correctly specified in that case. Nevertheless,
these discrepancy functions are often applied in situations where the normality assumption has
no justification or even can be clearly wrong. It turns out, however, that the asymptotic chisquare distribution of MDF test statistics, discussed in Theorems 5.1 and 5.2, can hold under
considerably more general conditions than correct specification of the discrepancy function. This
was discovered in Amemiya and Anderson [1] and Anderson and Amemiya [3] for a class of factor
analysis models, and in Browne [10], Browne and Shapiro [11] and Shapiro [32] for general linear
models, by using approaches based on different techniques. In this section we are going to discuss
this theory following the Browne-Shapiro approach, which in a sense is more general although
uses a slightly stronger assumption of existence of fourth-order moments. As in the previous
section we assume that n1/2 (ξ̂ n − ξ 0 ) ⇒ N (0, Γ).
17

Recall that, for correctly specified discrepancy function, the covariance matrix of β̃ is (∆00 V 0 ∆0 )−1 .
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Let us start with the following algebraic result (Shapiro [32, Theorem 3.1]). It is based on a
verification that the corresponding quadratic form has a chi-square distribution.
Proposition 6.1 Suppose that the assumption of a sequence of local alternatives holds and the
set Ξ0 is approximated at the point ξ ∗ = g(θ∗ ) by a linear space T generated by the columns of
the matrix18 ∆ = ∆(θ∗ ) (e.g., the point θ∗ is regular). Suppose, further, that the discrepancy
function is correctly specified with respect to an m×m positive semidefinite matrix Γ0 of maximal
rank. Then nF̂ is asymptotically chi-squared, with degrees of freedom ν and the noncentrality
parameter δ given in (5.18) and (5.21), respectively, if and only if Γ is representable in the form
Γ = Γ0 + ∆C 0 + C∆0 ,

(6.1)

where C is an arbitrary m × q matrix.
In particular, we have that for the normal-theory discrepancy functions FM L and FGLS (in
the analysis of covariance structures) the MDF test statistics are asymptotically chi-squared if
and only if the corresponding p2 × p2 asymptotic covariance matrix Γ can be represented in the
form
Γ = ΓN + ∆C 0 + C∆0 ,
(6.2)
where matrix ΓN is defined in (5.1).
The representation (6.1) is slightly more general than the following representation
Γ = Γ0 + ∆D∆0 ,

(6.3)

where D is an arbitrary q × q symmetric matrix. Clearly, (6.3) is a particular form of the
representation (6.1) with C := 21 ∆D. It turns out that under various structural assumptions,
in the analysis of covariance structures, it is possible to show that the corresponding asymptotic
covariance matrix Γ is of the form
Γ = ΓN + ∆D∆0 ,

(6.4)

and hence to verify that the normal-theory MDF test statistics have asymptotically chi-square
distributions. We also have the following result about asymptotic robustness of MDF estimators
(Shapiro [32, Corollary 5.4]).
Proposition 6.2 Suppose that the model holds, the set Ξ0 is approximated at the point ξ 0 by
a linear space T generated by the columns of the matrix ∆ = ∆(θ0 ), the Jacobian matrix ∆
has full column rank q, the MDF estimator θ̂n is a consistent estimator of θ0 , the discrepancy
function is correctly specified with respect to an m×m positive semidefinite matrix Γ0 of maximal
rank, and the representation (6.3) holds. Then n1/2 (θ̂n − θ0 ) converges in distribution to normal
18

For the sake of notational convenience we drop here the superscript of the Jacobian matrix ∆∗ .
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N (0, Π), the MDF estimator θ̂n is asymptotically efficient within the class of MDF estimators,
and
Π = Π0 + D,
(6.5)
where Π0 := (∆0 V 0 ∆)−1 .
We have that if the representation (6.3) holds, then the MDF test statistics designed for
the asymptotic covariance matrix Γ0 still have asymptotically a chi-square distribution (under a
sequence of local alternatives) and the asymptotic covariance matrix of the corresponding MDF
estimators needs a simple correction given by formula (6.5). In the remainder of this section we
discuss situations in the analysis of covariance structures which lead to the representation (6.4).
We assume below, in the remainder of this section, the setting of the analysis of covariance
structures, with structural model Σ = Σ(θ) and with Γ being the p2 × p2 asymptotic covariance
matrix of n1/2 (s − σ 0 ), where s := vec(S) and σ 0 := vec(Σ0 ). We assume that the underlying
population has finite fourth-order moments, and hence the asymptotic covariance matrix Γ is
well defined. As before, we denote by ΓN and ΠN the normal-theory asymptotic covariance
matrices given in (5.1) and (5.35), respectively. We also assume that the employed discrepancy
function is correctly specified with respect to a normal distribution of the data, i.e., V 0 is a
generalized inverse of ΓN . Recall that the normal-theory discrepancy functions FM L and FGLS
satisfy this property.

6.1

Elliptical distributions

In this section we assume that the underlying population has an elliptical distribution. We
may refer to [20] for a thorough discussion of elliptical distributions. In the case of elliptical
distributions the asymptotic covariance matrix Γ has the following structure:
Γ = αΓN + βσ 0 σ 00 ,

(6.6)

where α = 1 + κ, β = κ, and κ is the kurtosis parameter of a considered elliptical distribution.
This basic asymptotic result was employed in the studies of Muirhead and Waternaux [21], Tyler
[37, 38] and Browne [8, 9].
It can be seen that the corrected covariance matrix α−1 Γ has the structure specified in
equation (6.4), provided that σ 0 can be represented as a linear combination of columns of the
Jacobian matrix ∆ = ∆(θ0 ). If the point θ0 is regular, and hence Ξ0 is a smooth manifold near
σ 0 = σ(θ0 ) and the tangent space T , to Ξ0 at σ 0 , is the linear space generated by the columns
of ∆ (i.e., can be written in the form (5.4)), then this condition is equivalent to the condition
that σ 0 ∈ T . This, in turn, holds if the set Ξ0 is positively homogeneous, i.e., it satisfies the
property that if σ ∈ Ξ0 and t > 0, then tσ ∈ Ξ0 . For structural models, positive homogeneity
of Ξ0 can be formulated in the following form (this condition was introduced in [33] and models
satisfying this condition were called invariant under a constant scaling factor in [8]):
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(C) For every t > 0 and θ ∈ Θ there exists θ∗ ∈ Θ such that tΣ(θ) = Σ(θ∗ ).
The above condition (C) is easy to verify and it holds for many models used in applications.
For example, it holds for the factor analysis model (2.2). By the above discussion we have the
following results, which in somewhat different forms were obtained in Tyler [38] and Browne
[8, 9], and in the present form in Shapiro and Browne [33].
Theorem 6.1 Suppose that the assumption of a sequence of local alternatives holds, the set Ξ0
is approximated at the point σ ∗ = σ(θ∗ ) by a linear space T , the representation (6.6) holds with
α > 0 and that σ 0 ∈ T . Let α̂ be a consistent estimator of the parameter α. Then α̂−1 nF̂ has
asymptotically chi-squared distribution with ν degrees of freedom and the noncentrality parameter
α−1 δ, where ν and δ are defined in (5.18) and (5.21), respectively.
Recall that the condition “σ 0 ∈ T ”, used in the above theorem, holds if the set Ξ0 is
positively homogeneous, which in turn is implied by condition (C) (invariance under a constant
scaling factor). We also have the following result about asymptotic robustness of the MDF
estimators (Shapiro and Browne [33]).
Theorem 6.2 Suppose that the model holds, the set Ξ0 is approximated at the point σ 0 ∈ Ξ0
by a linear space T generated by the columns of the matrix ∆ = ∆(θ0 ), the MDF estimator θ̂n
is a consistent estimator of θ0 , the representation (6.6) holds with α > 0 and that σ 0 = ∆ζ
for some ζ ∈ Rq . Then n1/2 (θ̂n − θ0 ) converges in distribution to normal N (0, Π), the MDF
estimator θ̂n is asymptotically efficient within the class of MDF estimators, and
Π = αΠN + β ζζ 0 .

(6.7)

The vector ζ can be obtained by solving the system of linear equations ∆ζ = σ 0 , which is
consistent if σ 0 ∈ T , and in particular if the model is invariant under a constant scaling factor.
In some cases ζ is readily available. For example, if the model is linear in θ, then ζ = θ0 . Of
course, in practice the (unknown) population value θ0 should be replaced by its estimator θ̂.

6.2

Linear latent variate models

Presentation of this section is based on Browne and Shapiro [11]. We assume here that the
observed p × 1 vector variate X can be written in the form
X =µ+

s
X

Ai z i ,

(6.8)

i=1

where µ is a p × 1 mean vector, z i is an (unobserved) mi × 1 vector variate and Ai is a
(deterministic) p × mi matrix of regression weights of X onto z i , i = 1, ..., s. We assume that
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random vectors z i and z j are independently distributed for all i 6= j and have finite fourth-order
moments. The above model implies the following structure of the covariance matrix Σ of X:
Σ=

s
X

Ai Φi A0i ,

(6.9)

i=1

where Φi is the mi × mi covariance matrix of z i , i = 1, ..., s.
For example, consider the factor analysis model:
X = µ + Λf + u,

(6.10)

where Λ is a p × k matrix of factor loadings, f = (f1 , ..., fk )0 is a k × 1 common vector variate,
and u = (u1 , ..., up )0 is a p × 1 unique factor vector variate. It is assumed that random variables
f1 , ..., fk , u1 , ..., up , are mutually independently distributed, and hence random vectors f and u
are independent. This implies that the covariance matrices Φ and Ψ, of f and u, respectively,
are diagonal. Of course, we can write model (6.10) in the form
X =µ+

k
X

Λi fi +

i=1

p
X

E j uj ,

(6.11)

j=1

where Λi is the i-th column vector of Λ and E j is the j-th coordinate vector. This shows that
this model is a particular case of model (6.8) with s = k + p and mi = 1, i = 1, ..., s. Now model
(6.10) (or, equivalently, model (6.11)) generates the following covariance structures model:
Σ = ΛΦΛ0 + Ψ.

(6.12)

The only difference between the above model (6.12) and the model (2.2) is that in (2.2) the
covariance matrix Φ is assumed to be the identity matrix.
The linear model (6.8) implies the following structure of the asymptotic covariance matrix
Γ (Browne and Shapiro [11, Theorem 2.1]):
Γ = ΓN +

s
X

(Ai ⊗ Ai )C i (A0i ⊗ A0i ),

(6.13)

i=1

where C i is the m2i × m2i forth-order cumulant matrix of z i , i = 1, ..., s.
Suppose now that the weight matrices have parametric structures Ai = Ai (υ), i = 1, ..., s,
where υ ∈ Υ is a parameter vector varying in space Υ ⊂ R` . Then (6.9) becomes the following
covariance structures model
s
X
Σ(θ) =
Ai (υ)Φi Ai (υ)0 ,
(6.14)
i=1

(υ 0 , ϕ01 , ..., ϕ0s )0 ,

with the parameter vector θ :=
where ϕi := vec(Φi ), i = 1, ..., s. Note that
2
the only restriction on the mi × 1 parameter vectors ϕi imposed here is that the corresponding
covariance matrix Φi should be positive semidefinite. Note also that if mi > 1 for at least
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one i, then such choice of the parameter vector results in overparameterization of model (6.14)
since ϕi will have duplicated elements. It is possible to include in the parameter vector θ only
nonduplicated elements of matrices Φi . This, however, is not essential at the moment.
By applying the ‘vec’ operator to both sides of the equation (6.14) we can write this model
in the form
s
X

σ(θ) =
Ai (υ) ⊗ Ai (υ) ϕi .
(6.15)
i=1

It can be seen that the model is linear in parameters ϕi , i = 1, ..., s, and
∂σ(θ)
= Ai (υ) ⊗ Ai (υ).
∂ϕ0i

(6.16)

That is, the corresponding Jacobian matrix can be written as


∆(θ) = ∆(υ), A1 (υ) ⊗ A1 (υ), ..., As (υ) ⊗ As (υ) .
Together with (6.13) this implies that the equation

0 0
0

 0 C1 0

D=
 0 0 C2

··· ···

0 0
0

(6.4) holds with matrix

··· 0

··· 0 

··· 0 
.

···

· · · Cs

(6.17)

(6.18)

We obtain the following result (Browne and Shapiro [11, Proposition 3.3]).
Theorem 6.3 Consider the linear latent variate model (6.8) and the corresponding covariance
structures model (6.14). Suppose that random vectors z i , i = 1, .., s, are mutually independently
distributed, the assumption of a sequence of local alternatives (for the covariance structures
model) holds, and Ξ0 is a smooth manifold near the point σ ∗ . Then the MDF test statistic nF̂
has asymptotically noncentral chi-squared distribution with ν = p(p + 1)/2 − rank(∆0 ) degrees
of freedom and the noncentrality parameter δ.
In particular, the above theorem can be applied to the factor analysis model (6.10). Note
that the MDF test statistics for the model (6.12), with the covariance term Φ, and model (2.2),
without this term, are the same since Φ can be absorbed into Λ and hence the corresponding
set Ξ0 is the same. Note also that in order to derive the asymptotic chi-squaredness of the MDF
test statistics we only used the corresponding independence condition, no other assumptions
about distributions of f and u were made (accept existence of fourth-order moments). For the
factor analysis model this result was first obtained by Amemiya and Anderson [1] by employing
different techniques and without the assumption of finite forth-order moments.
It is also possible to give corrections for the asymptotic covariance matrix Π of n1/2 (θ̂n −
θ 0 ) (compare with formula (6.5) of Proposition 6.2). In order to do that we need to verify
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identifiability of the parameter vector θ. Let us replace now ϕi with parameter vector ϕ∗i :=
vecs(Φi ), i = 1, ..., s, i.e., ϕ∗i is mi (mi + 1)/2 × 1 vector formed from the nonduplicated elements
of Φi . The equation (6.4) still holds with the matrix D reduced to a smaller matrix D ∗ by
replacing each m2i × m2i matrix C i by the corresponding mi (mi + 1)/2 × mi (mi + 1)/2 matrix
C ∗i formed by the nonduplicated rows and columns of C i . We have then that, under the above
assumptions,
Π = ΠN + D ∗ .
(6.19)
It follows that the asymptotic covariance matrix of the MDF estimator υ̂ is independent of the
particular distribution of the z i , i = 1, ..., s, while the asymptotic covariance matrix of the MDF
estimator ϕ̂∗i needs the correction term C ∗i as compared with the normal case. Asymptotic
covariances between υ̂ and ϕ̂∗i , and between ϕ̂∗i and ϕ̂∗j , for i 6= j, are the same as in the normal
case.
Remark 5 Suppose, furthermore, that the population value υ 0 , of the parameter vector υ,
lies on the boundary of the parameter space Υ, and that Υ is approximated at υ 0 by convex
cone C (recall that the parameter vectors ϕ̂∗i , i = 1, ..., s, are assumed to be unconstrained).
Let υ̃ be the unconstrained MDF estimator of υ 0 (compare with the derivations of section 5.4).
Then, under the above assumptions, n1/2 (υ̃ − υ 0 ) ⇒ N (0, U ), where the asymptotic covariance
matrix U is independent of the particular distribution of the z i , i = 1, ..., s. We also have
then that the MDF test statistic nF̂ converges in distribution to the sum of two stochastically
independent terms (compare with equations (5.39) and (5.40)), one term having the usual chisquare distribution and the other term given by min(υ̃ − υ)0 U −1 (υ̃ − υ). It follows that the
υ∈C

asymptotic distribution of the MDF test statistic nF̂ is chi-bar-squared and is independent of
the particular distribution of the z i , i = 1, ..., s. That is, under these assumptions, distribution
of the MDF test statistic is again asymptotically robust.
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